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1. Introduction
Transition metal oxides exhibit a rich collection of
interesting and intriguing properties, which can be used for
a wide variety of applications including quantum
computing using Cooper pairs, ultra high-density magnetic
data storage and more recently spintronic applications [1].
Among these materials CrO2 is an outstanding example in
which magnetism and correlation effects associated with
electron-electron interaction determine the essential finite
temperature properties such as polarization and
magnetisation [2]. New effects resulting as interplay of
various phenomena attracted an increasing attention to
motivate the investigation of the electronic properties of
CrO2 by a multitude of experimental [3-9] and theoretical
approaches [10-13]. Despite the large number of
investigations, the understanding of the correlated
electronic structure of CrO2 is still not complete.
CrO2 is besides the full and semi-Heuslers, the most
prominent half-metallic ferromagnetic compound [14]. Its
half-metallic character was predicted by Schwarz [15], and
its high spin polarization of more than 90% was found in
point contact measurements at superconductor metal
interfaces [16, 17]. Consequently it is an interesting
candidate for spintronics. This very large spin polarization
taken at 1.6 K, is still far from being ideal 100%. Even at
low temperatures, magnons can be excited, which can
suppress the ideal spin polarization. We have shown for a
large number of half-metals in the semi-Heusler and zincblende structure that a qualitative description of the
electron-magnon interaction captured by the DynamicalMean Field Theory (DMFT), leads to the existence of nonquasiparticle states (NQP) [2,18-21]. These states produce
a drastic depolarization, their effect being dominant in
comparison with other effects such as spin-orbit
interaction or non-collinearity [19]. Obviously in the
complicated realistic structure of the half-metallic

ferromagnets, effects like imperfections spin disorder or
phonons may play a role in depolarization. Nevertheless in
perfect crystals, the NQP states should play an important
role.
In this article we analyze in detail how the many-body
electron-electron interaction affects the spin down density
of states, in particular how the NQP states are generated,
and their consequences on the polarization of CrO2. In a
previous paper [2] we discussed the spin-polarization of
CrO2 using a self-consistent cluster perturbation theory,
namely the variational cluster approach (VCA) [22-25]
that includes also non-local correlation effects of special
importance. Here we extend our previous work [2] by
comparing several results with the existing experimental
studies. We describe the form of the interacting
Hamiltonian for both model and realistic electronic
structure calculations and present results of the spectral
function, density of states and finite scaling. Finally, the
paper is summarized with the conclusions of our results.
2. Interacting Hamiltonian
CrO2 is an oxide ferromagnet with the Curie
temperatures of 385-400 K [26]. The electrical resistivity
has a metallic temperature dependence and shows
anomalies around Tc indicating scattering of electrons by
fluctuating magnetic moments at finite temperatures. At
low temperatures, optical spectroscopy at 10 K [4]
demonstrates a saturation magnetization of 1.92 μB which
is close to the ideal value of 2 μB.
CrO2 shows a rutile structure with Cr-ions forming a
tetragonal body-centered lattice. Cr4+ has a closed shell
Argon core and in addition two 3d-electrons. The Cr-ions
are sitting in the center of CrO6-octahedra and thus
experience crystal field splitting. Therefore, the 3d-orbitals
are split into a t2g-triplet and an excited eg-doublet. The
cubic symmetry is further reduced to tetragonal due to a
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distortion of the octahedra, which partially lifts the
degeneracy of the t2g-orbitals into a dxy ground-state and
dyz-zx and dyz+zx excited states. With only two 3d-electrons
we can neglect the energetically higher lying eg-states and
focus solely on the t2g-triplet. In the following subsections
we discuss the Hamiltonian which describes only the t2gorbitals using model and realistic parameters for the
electron-electron Coulomb interaction.
In the followings we introduce the multi-orbital
Hamiltonian relevant for the t2g-orbitals. In the most
general form this can be written as:

H = H0 +

1
+
+
U mm 'm"m '''cim
∑
σ cim 'σ 'cim '''σ ' cim"σ (1)
2 i ,m ,σ

where c+imσ and cimσ are the usual fermionic creation and
annihilation operators operating on an electron with spin σ
at site i in the t2g-orbital m (either being dxy, dyz or dzx). H0
is the non-interacting part obtained by the downfolding
procedure using the N-th order muffin-tin orbital (NMTO)
method using the local-density approximation (LDA)
[27,28]. Using this method we effectively include also the
eg-orbitals, which are left out in the VCA calculation,
since they renormalize the t2g hopping and on-site energy
parameters of the t2g-orbitals. The hopping and the
interacting part can be written in the form:
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tim σ, jm'σ = (εm, timσ, jm'σ) denotes both the on-site energies εm
and the hopping from a site and orbital (i,m) to the site and
orbital (j,m'). We included the chemical potential μ in the
the expression for the on-site energies εm. In general a
further simplification is taken namely that in the full scalar
product SimSim' only the z-component is kept, so that the
interacting Hamiltonian takes the usual form of U, U' and
U'-J. In our calculation we keep the full scalar product and
rewrite the Hamiltonian by decoupling the SzSz and S+ Scomponents:
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The on-site Coulomb interaction takes the following
form: the usual term Ummmm=U, the off-diagonal direct
coupling term Umm'mm'=U' and the exchange coupling
Umm'mm'=J [29]. Since above stated Hamiltonian includes
spin- and pair-flip terms as well, spin-rotational invariance
is conserved. The pair-hopping term is also included via
Ummm'm'=J. The Coulomb-interaction U and Hund's
exchange J parameters between t2g electrons are evaluated
from first principles by means of a constrained LSDA
method [30]. While this method is not very accurate, and
may produce slightly different values depending on its
exact implementation, it is quite clear that for CrO2 the
interaction parameters are not too strong.
For a realistic description of the Coulomb interactions,
the non-zero matrix elements Umm'm''m''' can be computed
for the particular material taken into account the symmetry
of the orbitals and crystal structure. It is important to
remember that the energy U of Coulomb interaction is
rather large - 15-30eV - in free atoms consisting of 3d
transition metals. In solids the screening is very efficient
and leads to much smaller values of U [31]. In the present
work we compared the results for the model Hamiltonian
description, where the approximate values U~3eV and
J~0.9eV are used with the realistic multiplet calculation of
the Coulomb interaction, presented below.
The Coulomb and exchange interaction energy of a
pair of interacting electrons situated in a particular d
orbital m and m' is calculated from the Slater integrals Fk
[30]: Umm'mm'=Σk ak Fk and Jmm'mm'= Σk bk Fk, with the
coefficients ak and bk given in terms of integrals over the
products of spherical harmonics [30]:
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=
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The sum over all k>0 results in non-zero 3j symbols.
The 3j-symbols vanish for odd k and kmax=2l for d
electrons. The non-vanishing matrix elements of the
Coulomb interaction are grouped into direct and exchange
interactions: U=Ummmm, U'=Umm'mm' and J=Umm'mm'. Within
the real harmonics basis for the t2g orbitals, they have the
expression:

= F0
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+ 36 F4
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The above results for the non-zero matrix elements in
the basis of real spherical harmonics differs from the
equations previously reported [1,32]. It can be seen that
the condition U'=U-2J is fulfilled and no additional
conditions are required as claimed in [1,32]. The presence
of spin-flip and pair-flip terms in the expression of the
Hamiltonian makes the Hamiltonian spin-rotational
invariant, while the orbital rotational invariance is broken
by the presence of different orbitally selective hoppings
tmm', due to the realistic crystal structure.
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3. Variational Cluster Approach (VCA)

4.1. Density of states

VCA accesses the physics of a lattice model in the
thermodynamic limit by optimizing trial self-energies
generated by a reference system. The reference system
consists of an isolated cluster having the same interaction
as the original lattice, but differing in the single-particle
part of the Hamiltonian. An approximation to the selfenergy of the lattice model is then obtained by finding the
saddle point of an appropriate grand-canonical potential

Ω = Ω ' + Tr. ln GVCA − Tr. ln Gcl
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(6)

with respect to the single-particle parameters of the
reference system [23]. Here, Gcl is the Green's function
matrix of the reference system (cluster), which is
calculated numerically as a function of frequency and spin.
The lattice Green's function GVCA is obtained by a matrix
form of the Dyson equation, whereby the self-energy Σ of
the reference system is used as an approximation to the
lattice self-energy. Ω and Ω’ are the grand-canonical
potential of the lattice, respective the reference system.
To solve the reference system, that is the "cluster" part
of the VCA procedure an exact diagonalization (Lanczos)
technique is used. For the multi-orbital Hamiltonian
presented in the previous sections memory requirements
are considerable, therefore calculations were performed
for clusters consisting of up to eight sites. We stress that
hoppings not included within the clusters are not
neglected, but taken into account in the noninteracting
lattice Green's function entering the Dyson equation in the
expression for the VCA Green's function.
Quite generally, multi-orbital strongly-correlated
systems show a competition between different magnetic
and orbital-ordered phases. In order to check that the
ferromagnetic phase is the one with the lowest energy, we
have compared its grand-canonical potential with the one
of different magnetic phases containing mixed
antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic components in
different directions. Notice that the particle density in the
physical system is in general different from the one of the
reference system [25]; the former turns out to be slightly
doped with n=1.83 particles per unit cell (for eight sites).
Moreover, for the chosen parameters we confirm that the
ferromagnetic state is more favorable energetically with
respect to all antiferromagnetic states we have considered,
as well as to the paramagnetic state.
Corrections for a ``double-counting'' of the interaction
only produces an irrelevant constant shift of the chemical
potential [33], as we are considering a model Hamiltonian
with fixed number of electrons.
4. Results
Results of the VCA calculations are presented for the
density of states and the spectral functions. We discuss
how these results change when increasing the dimension
of the cluster (reference system), and how they compare
with the Dynamical Mean Field Theory results.

A remarkable result of the VCA calculation is the
presence of a significant amount of states at the Fermi
energy originating from the putatively localized dxy orbital.
More specifically, we obtain that this orbital is not
completely half filled, its occupation being nxy~ 0.87,
while for the other two orbitals we have nyz+zx~0.49, and
nyz-zx~0.45. This is also confirmed by LSDA+DMFT
calculations [2]. Consequently, the dxy orbital consists of
quite itinerant electrons, though with a large effective
mass rather than of localized moments. Notice that our
findings are in contrast to previous DMFT [34,35]
calculations, in which the Fermi energy only touches the
high-energy tail of the dxy DOS, which can then be
considered as localized moments. This is probably due to
the large value of the interaction parameter U used in these
calculations. We believe that the smaller value of U~ 3eV
used here is more appropriate, as it is obtained from first
principles.

Fig. 1. Cr-t2g orbital-resolved density of states in the
ferromagnetic state, calculated within the LDA+VCA
approach for U = 3 eV, and J = 0.9 eV, using an 8 site
cluster.

In the minority spin channel, NQP states are clearly
visible predominantly in the dyz±zx orbitals just above the
Fermi energy. The physical origin of NQP states is
connected with the ``spin-polaron'' processes [36,37]: the
spin-down low-energy electron excitations, which are
forbidden for half-metallic ferromagnets in the oneparticle picture, turn out to be possible as superpositions of
spin-up electron excitations and virtual magnons [36,37].
An uniform superposition forms a state with the same total
spin quantum number S=(N+1)/2 (N is the particle number
in the ground state) as the low-energy spin-up state, but
with one ``spin-flip'', i. e. with z-component Sz=S-1. If the
Hamiltonian is spin-rotation invariant this state with one
additional spin-down particle must have the same energy
as the low-energy state with one additional spin-up
particle, although its weight is reduced by a factor 1/N. We
stress that spin-rotation invariance is crucial in order to
obtain low-energy NQP states. For this reason, methods
neglecting spin flip processes in eq.1 are not expected to
provide a correct description of NQP states. Similar NQP
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states are obtained in the
LSDA+DMFT calculation [2].

fully

self-consistent

4.2. Spectral function
The VCA method allows to investigate many-body
physical effects due to the k-dependence of the self-energy
of the cluster. k-dependent many-body effects are very
important and were observed in the photoemission
experiments of cuprate superconductors. Within the VCA
approach the single-particle excitation spectrum, the socalled spectral function was calculated as: A(k,ω)=-(1/π)
ImGVCA(k,z) with z= ω +iη, where η broadens the delta
peak to give it a finite width.
In the case of CrO2, many-body effects are
responsible for the existence on NQP states. These states
are situated in the minority spin channel just above the
Fermi-energy (EF) and their spectral function is visible in
Fig.2, lower panel.

resolved spin-polarized photoemission with a proper wave
vector sampling is required to evidence the existence of
NQP states experimentally.
In Fig.2, upper panel, it can be seen that the majority
(spin-up) dxy band is situated close to the Fermi-energy and
has a bandwidth of around 1eV. This band touches the
Fermi-surface at three symmetry points, Γ,X and M, which
demonstrates its itinerant rather than localized character as
was considered in the previous calculations [11,38].
Around the X point the dyz± zx bands cross the Fermienergy leading to the observed metallic character of the
majority spin channel. A rough estimation of the
bandwidth of dyz±zx orbital gives the value of around 2eV.
In the minority channel the NQP bands having a dyz±zx
character only touch the Fermi-energy at the point X.
4.2. Finite size scalling
The quality of the gathered results depends on the
choice of the reference systems and therefore we
investigate finite size effects by choosing four, six and
eight sites as our reference system.

Fig. 3. The tetragonal CrO2-lattice showing the various
cluster geometries: yellow and orange denote the two
different Cr-sites; thered lines denote the four sites
cluster (located in the (110)-plane), extended by the
green lines for six sites and doubled to eight sites by the
blue lines.

Fig. 2. Calculated spectral function for U=3 eV, and J=0.9 eV,
using an eight site cluster: top majority spin, bottom minority
spin channel

As can be seen the many-body effects are most
significant at wave vectors away from Γ point. For this
reason, spin-polarized photoemission at normal emission
or spin-polarized inverse photoemission at normal
incidence may not observe this effect. Therefore angle-

Since the oxygen octahedra around the Chromiumsites on the face of the tetragonal are rotated against those
located at the bcc-sites, all chromium-sites are no longer
equivalent [28]; therefore all reference systems include the
two different Chromium sites, Cr1 and Cr2.
Fig. 3 shows the tetragonal CrO2-lattice, where the
two nonequivalent chromium-sites are denoted in different
colors. Different cluster geometries were considered,
which individually include different hopping processes
within the cluster. Since the VCA approach becomes exact
in the limit of an infinitely large reference system we
expect a convergence of the results when enlarging the
cluster size; this is also what can be seen in the Fig. 4,
where we show the DOS for each cluster size.
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Fig. 4. Scaling: Density of states for 4, 6 and 8 sites
clusters show remarkable similarities. m denotes the
calculated magnetization.

The differences are not changing the results
significantly. The most notable differences for the various
cluster sizes can be seen in the minority spin channel,
where the smallest cluster with four sites overestimates the
peaks at 0.3 eV and at 2 eV, giving however the correct
position. This is not the case for the peak at 3.3 eV, where
the position is shifted by roughly 0.15 eV relative to the
larger cluster sizes. Further the shape changes as well from
a double peak structure of equal height to a major peak
with a shoulder (as in the eight sites case). The structure
further away from the Fermi-energy, around 5 eV, is again
slightly shifted; by about 0.1 eV and also the shape itself is
again affected: the small pseudo gap structure at 5.5 eV is
no longer seen in the results from the larger cluster sizes.
Since the six sites cluster is not included in the eight
sites geometry, one expects to find also differences related
to the inclusion of different lattice sites, which is indeed
the case. Comparing the four sites result with the result
from eight sites they appear to bear closer resemblance
than six to either four or eight sites; most notably the
minority peak at 3.3 eV deviates in position and shape
significantly from the other results. The same is true but to
a lesser amount for the majority peak touching the Fermienergy where the position of the peak is slightly changed
in relation to the other results.

Fig. 5. Comparison with experimental results including BIS and
UPS experiments [3] and O 1s x-ray absorption measurements
by Huang et al [5].

Fig. 6 shows LSDA and DMFT-results for
comparison. Notably, the LSDA Fermi level intersects the
majority-spin bands near a local minimum and lies in the
band gap of the minority spin states. Finite temperatures
and correlation effects close this minimum around the
Fermi level, as can be seen from the LDA+DMFT results
in Fig.5. For both spin channels, the DOS is shifted
uniformly to lower energies in the energy range of -2 and 6eV, where predominantly the O(p) bands are situated.
This is due to the fact that correlated Cr(d) bands affect
the O(p) states through the Cr(d)-O(p) hybridisation, so
that the latter contribute actively to the mechanism of the
ferromagnetic ground state. The LSDA+DMFT calculation
confirms the existence of minority spin states just above
the Fermi energy, as observed in the VCA calculation.

4.3. Comparison with DMFT results
In Fig. 5 we compare our results to quite recent
experimental data including bremsstrahlung isochromat
spectroscopy (BIS), ultraviolet photoemission (UPS)
experiments done by Tsujioka et al [3] and O1s x-ray
absorption measurements done by Huang et al [5]. The
BIS-data show a rather good agreement with our minority
spin results, however showing only a little shoulder at 1.75
eV where we find a gap. This is most probably due to the
onset of the oxygen-states O1s-states as shown in the
figure. Further differences away from Fermi-energy also
arise due to the fact that we do not consider in the
calculations explicitly the eg-states, which are located at
roughly around 4 eV.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of LSDA and LSDA+DMFT results
for different temperatures. The LSDA density of states is
considered as the zero temperature result [2].
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Further we will show that many-body effects
discussed above, especially the formation of NQP states,
contribute significantly to the energy dependence of the
spin polarization

P( E ) =

N↑ (E) − N↓ ( E)
N↑ ( E) + N↓ (E)

(7)

where N(E) is the density of states of majority ↑ or
minority ↓ electrons.
Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the measured [5]
and computed polarization for the different ab-initio
many-body calculations discussed in the present paper.
Due to the tails of NQP states, polarization is less than
100% even at the Fermi level. The LDA calculation
clearly overestimates the spin polarization as it neglects
correlation effects. On the other hand, both VCA and
DMFT results show excellent agreement with the
experiment at the Fermi level. At energy of about 0.5 eV
polarization is reduced by about 50%, and up to this
energy the agreement of the VCA calculation is excellent,
while DMFT results overestimate depolarisation effects
away from the Fermi energy.
The disagreement for energies above ~ 0.5 eV is
probably due to terms not included in the VCA
Hamiltonian, eq. 1, such as eg orbitals which start
becoming important at higher energies.

of states, spectral function and scaling issues were
discussed.
We showed how these many-body effects
considerably change the mean-field LSDA+U picture,
despite the fact that the interaction is not too strong. More
specifically, while in LSDA+U the single occupancy of
the Cr dxy orbital is determined by the exchange and
crystal field splitting, the competition of the latter with
correlation effects, which is taken into account in our
variational cluster calculation, induce a ferromagnetic state
with an itinerant-type dxy orbital with a large effective
mass, rather than localized moments in contrast to
previous results [11, 34, 35, 38]. In the minority spin
channel, correlations induce non-quasiparticle states which
are crucial for the occurrence of spin depolarization in
CrO2, as already discussed for other materials [19].
However, a quantitative analysis of depolarisation would
require the description of additional effects, such as, e. g.,
disorder or phonons.
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has been added to the theoretical curves.
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